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Introduction
Casual Creators: what are they?
!

A Casual Creator is an interactive system
that encourages the fast, conﬁdent, and
pleasurable exploration of a possibility
space, resulting in the creation or
discovery of surprising new artifacts that
bring feelings pride, ownership, and
creativity to the users that make them.

TEST NOTES HERE

Introduction
Casual Creators: what are they?
!
A Casual Creator is an interactive system that encourages the fast,
conﬁdent, and pleasurable exploration of a possibility space, resulting in
the creation or discovery of surprising new artifacts that bring feelings
pride, ownership, and creativity to the users that make them.

!

This is frequently achieved with targeted computational
assistance like the automatic generation of content,
multiplying the user’s eﬀort, or built-in prevention of bad
solutions, making the user feel more conﬁdent in taking
risks.
Users gain more power and speed by exchanging some
measure of control and breadth of domain space

TEST MORE NOTES
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Casual Creators: what are they?
!

Keep in mind that all of these examples are made in near isolation. There are very few perfect “casual creators”, only things that have casual creator-ness

Introduction
Casual Creators: what are they?

There are alos informative examples in the past. If you’re going to talk about making for pleasure, crafts provide a long, rich if relatively unstudied
background. And if I’m talking about constraining the domain space to provide assistance, then craft kits are important.

Introduction
Casual Creators: what are they?

Nervous System Kinematics, Lets Create Pottery, Rahulbotics BoxMaker

Keep in mind that all of these examples are made in near isolation. There are very few perfect “casual creators”, only things that have casual creator-ness

Introduction
Casual Creators: what are they?
!

A Casual Creator is an interactive system
that encourages the fast, conﬁdent, and
pleasurable exploration of a possibility
space, resulting in the creation or
discovery of surprising new artifacts that
bring feelings pride, ownership, and
creativity to the users that make them.

This is the definition

Introduction
Casual Creators: what are they?
•

A way to harness knowledge about creativity
and ﬂow to analyze existing systems and
produce new ones

•

A way to ﬁnd existing communities, to discover
and communicate shared known best practices

Introduction

A need for a term
There isn’t a Gamasutra for casual creators, or creativity
apps, or even for productivity software in general. Where do
developers talk to each other?
Who writes papers about Kid Pix and Photoshop in the same
way that they write about the Sims or Doom?
Where would you start looking?

Story, Derrick. "From
Darkroom to Desktop—
How Photoshop Came to
Light." Retrieved May 28
(2000): 2006.

Most of whats written is from the perspective of either educators or managers: seeking results, not interested in design

Introduction

Kickstarting a field
What do I want on my utility belt?

…as a designer?
…as a theorist?
Actually starting a field is a sociology project out of scope for this dissertation

Introduction

Kickstarting a field
“Others say that games need a Shakespeare,
someone who can catapult the digital medium
forward. "But Aristotle was one of the things that
helped create Shakespeare," said Janet Murray,
who teaches game design and interactive media at
Georgia Institute of Technology, the ﬁrst American
university to oﬀer a Ph.D. in humanities-based
digital media. "Putting those things together, the
analysis of games with a tradition of storytelling,
trying to have a critical vocabulary of games that
will help raise the standards of practice.”"
Michael Erard, Deconstructing the Video Game
NY Times, February 26, 2004

I’m not Aristotle, this isn’t the Poetics, but there’s a history of practitioner/theorists defining a field based on what works. It seems to have worked for
games, lets see if it’ll work again.

Introduction

Kickstarting a field
A handbook of best
practices and useful
frameworks written by
a theorist/practitioner

I’m not Aristotle, this isn’t the Poetics, but there’s a history of practitioner/theorists defining a field based on what works. It seems to have worked for
games, lets see if it’ll work again.

Introduction

Who am I?
12+ years of making a proliﬁc
variety of generative software
artworks, toys, games and tools
!

5 years at Maxis on creative and …
less creative titles.
!

Good record for coming up with
new theoretical frameworks that
people ﬁnd useful
(generative methods, procedural
platformers, gender as a data
structure)

70% practice
30% theory
I’ve got a lot of range, and decent theoretical credentials, so not a bad candidate to take this on

Introduction

Proposed Work
(The Utility Belt)

Deﬁnitions and frameworks to identify and
understand casual creators

Design Pattern Handbook: a handbook of
prescriptive design patterns

Three exemplary casual creators constructed
with the design patterns and user-tested according to
the casual creator deﬁnitions goals

Introduction

Research Questions
• What

deﬁnes a "casual creator", and what new experiences do
casual creators enable?

• How

are those experiences predicted or explained by
theories of creativity and ﬂow

• What

set of design patterns provide prescriptive guidance for
designing new successful casual creators

• If

these design patterns are used to design new casual
creators, do they ease and improve the design process? Will
these new casual creators induce the kind of experience
predicted by the framework

Proposed Work: Definitions
You are here

Proposed Work: Definitions
You are here

Proposed Work: Definitions
You are here

Definitions as a lens
User experience Goals: is this a
good candidate to be casual
creator? How well is it working?
!

Design principles and strategies:
how could it be better designed?
What is its approach? Does it
share strategies with casual
creators, without being one?
!

Architecture and process:
what’s going on in this system?
What are the moving parts? How
is its iteration loop diﬀerent from
others? How do I build this thing?

The definitions serve as lenses, in the same way that Jesse Schells book of lenses or the Oblique strategies card game does

Definitions as a lens

Jesper Juul
"The game, the player, the world:
looking for a heart of gameness."
DIGRA Conf.. 2003.

The definitions serve as lenses, in the same way that Jesse Schells book of lenses or the Oblique strategies card game does

Definitions as set of working tools
You have a successful
casual creator when you
have satisﬁed the User experience goals

End User

are most often achieved
by promoting these

Design principles
can be optimized by
pursuing one of
several broad

Strategies
are sets of mutually
supportive

Design patterns
are concrete
implementable
features of the

Architecture and process

Designer
Coder

These let us examine the whole hierarchical decomposition of a casual creator That means we can look at a set of casual creators a shared set of goals

Definition

by goals

A Casual Creator is an interactive system that encourages
the fast, conﬁdent, and pleasurable exploration of a
possibility space, resulting in the creation or discovery of
surprising new artifacts that bring feelings pride,
ownership, and creativity to the users that make them.

For example, look at the example of a character creators. Casual creators can describe *subsystems* of games, not the entire game. The goal of each of
these is the same (OWNERSHIP) but not the

Definition

by design principles

What are the values to consider during the design process?
•privileges
•guides

enjoyment of the creative process above productivity or eﬃciency

the user to a state of creative ﬂow

•encourages

the exploration of the domain space, leading to the discovery of unanticipated

solutions
•maintains
•provides

the user's conﬁdence in their actions by reducing any risks of exploration

feedback, information, or visualization to help the user understand the domain

space
•enough

to make meaningful predictions about the outcomes of future explorations

•produces

artifacts within a limited domain space, enabling more sophisticated automation
and support, both passive (encoded into the domain model) and active (responding to user
actions)

•results

in the user’s feeling of pride and ownership toward the produced artifact, and
sense of pride in their own creativity

•often

provides tools or communities for users to communicate about, share, or build on
each others artifacts, allowing users to generate social capital and meaning from their
work
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by design principles

What are the values to consider during the design process?
•privileges
•guides

enjoyment of the creative process above productivity or eﬃciency

the user to a state of creative ﬂow

•encourages

the exploration of the domain space, leading to the discovery of unanticipated

solutions
•maintains
•provides

the user's conﬁdence in their actions by reducing any risks of exploration

feedback, information, or visualization to help the user understand the domain

space
•enough

to make meaningful predictions about the outcomes of future explorations

•produces

artifacts within a limited domain space, enabling more
sophisticated automation and support, both passive (encoded into the
domain model) and active (responding to user actions)

•results

in the user’s feeling of pride and ownership toward the produced artifact, and
sense of pride in their own creativity

•often

provides tools or communities for users to communicate about, share, or build on
each others artifacts, allowing users to generate social capital and meaning from their
work

Definition

by design principles

There are a number of common strategies that are particularly eﬀective at
achieving those design principles. No casual creator could use every
approach on here. Most specialize.
!

The three exemplars I’m proposing span the space of strategies

Definition

by architecture

A Casual Creator is an interactive system that encourages the fast, conﬁdent, and pleasurable
exploration of a possibility space, resulting in the creation or discovery of surprising new
artifacts that bring feelings pride, ownership, and creativity to the users that make them.

It’s all about the iteration loop: how fast and easily can I move through the
possibility space?

You can break a promising casual creator by having a slow or unpleasant loop. Many of these stages can be assisted with AI or generative methods,
especially evaluation

Definitions as set of working tools
You have a successful
casual creator when you
have satisﬁed the User experience goals

End User

are most often achieved
by promoting these

Design principles
can be optimized by
pursuing one of
several broad

Strategies
are sets of mutually
supportive

Design patterns
are concrete
implementable
features of the

Architecture and process

Designer
Coder

These let us examine the whole hierarchical decomposition of a casual creator That means we can look at a set of casual creators a shared set of goals

Proposed Work: Design Pattern Handbook

Easy to follow
instructions for creating
your very own casual
creator!

Finding design patterns
Where do the patterns
come from?
• Creativity
• Game

and ﬂow theory

design theory

• Creativity

reports

Support Tools

Finding design patterns
Where do the patterns
come from?
• Creativity and
• Game

ﬂow theory

design theory

• Creativity

reports

Support Tools

“Self expression, the search for novelty — also
called "innovative design" — the
demonstration of one's personality, the search
for originality, trying to create something that’s
diﬀerent, are all motivations which do not lead
to variety. They are all negative impulses,
urging you not to do something causing the
designer to hold back, rather than to give. All
negative attitudes inhibit the process of
creation; they stop the joy of aesthetic play.
…
Only a positive attitude of generosity, a
friendly dialogue with your work from the
beginning to the end of its development, will
produce pleasant variety”
Eva Zeisel, Eva Zeisel on Design

Finding design patterns
Where do the patterns
come from?
• Creativity
• Game

and ﬂow theory

design theory

• Creativity

reports

Support Tools

“A key participatory pleasure of The Sims and
SimCity is compositional. Building a city or
house feels like a creative act of composition,
since the state space of possible designs is
huge, and state accumulates over time. Also,
the space of possible designs is dense with
interesting results, unlike a paint program.
Your household or city is probably unique as a
drawing, and returning to the same
composition is very compelling, especially
since they feel like living, breathing entities.
The compositional pleasure also has a high
degree of agency associated with it, as the
layout and design of your city or household
has important eﬀects on the way it behaves.”

!
Chaim Gingold, Miniature Gardens & Magic Crayons

Finding design patterns
Where do the patterns
come from?
• Creativity
• Game

and ﬂow theory

design theory

• Creativity Support Tools

reports

Support Exploration: not only should the user be able to ﬁnd
alternative solutions in the space, they should be able
understand what the tool itself is capable of, discovering the
domain space of the tool
Low Threshold, High Ceiling, and Wide Walls: a tool that can
be learned very quickly, or at least, be understood enough to
use the tool, but not necessarily mastered, powerful enough
to create very sophisticated solutions., with large and
interesting possibility spaces
Support Many Paths and Many Styles: recognize that both
hard and soft approaches have merits, and so don't force
users to work in a mode they aren't comfortable with
Support Collaboration" celebrate the strengths of
collaborators, search may be understood as a way to
collaborate with past users and thinkers.
Support Open Interchange: Many tools may be employed in
a single task, consider data portability
Make It As Simple As Possible - and Maybe Even Simpler :
reduced features do not always mean reduced utility. Users
will ﬁnd more unexpected uses for a tool with few features
than designers would predict.
patterns from Design Principles for Tools to Support Creative
Thinking

Finding design patterns
Where do the patterns
come from?

Support Exploration: not only should
the user be able to ﬁnd alternative
solutions in the space, they should be
• Creativity and ﬂow theory able understand what the tool itself is
capable of, discovering the domain
space of the tool
•

Game design theory

• Creativity Support Tools

reports

Low Threshold, High Ceiling, and
Wide Walls: a tool that can be learned
very quickly, or at least, be
understood enough to use the tool,
but not necessarily mastered,
powerful enough to create very
sophisticated solutions., with large
and interesting possibility spaces
patterns from Design Principles for Tools to Support Creative
Thinking

Finding design patterns
Where do the patterns
come from?
• Analyzing

systems

• Personal

existing

experience

Design patterns are ideally implementable
features, not abstract goals
•The

domain model encodes the possibility space in
such a way that bad solutions are impossible

•Oﬀering

a number of browsable 'mutants' supports
a user who knows what they like but can't express it

•Having

an 'undo' creates the safety to explore, as
do sliders

•No

blank slates: there is always a starting point to
accept or reject or build on

•Generative

surprise

methods multiply eﬀort and produce

•Combinatorial algorithms

juxtaposition

create surprise by

•Artifacts

are identiﬁed by their creator/discoverer,
allowing them to take credit

•Artifacts
•Artifacts

can be sent out or shown to a social group

can be modiﬁed by others, but still show
some attribution to the original maker

An example pattern:

Generative Methods

“Generative methods multiply effort and produce surprise”
Productivity Software

Casual Creators

Uncontrollable, unpredictable, or
else cliché and annoying! Unsuitable
for custom work: modifications and
specifications are impossible.

Great! Generating content feels
magical, inspiring, and surprising.
User doesn’t need to specify things,
just pick out the ones that they like.

!

!

Feels like a child’s toy

Feels like a magic crayon.

Evaluating Patterns
Are these the right patterns?
How do you test patterns?

Michael suggested

Proposed Work: Three Exemplars
“Built it to understand it” (Mateas and Stern)
“Critical Technical Practice” (Agre)

Exonumia: customized coins
BotPrint: evolved robots
Tracery: generative grammars

Exonumia

Generative methods, composition, layering,
and not being a productivity tool

Exonumia
Goal: Create 3D printable
medals or awards
•

Use case: science fair
medals, personal
commemoration, “worlds
best dad” award,
geotokens, etc

•

Inspiration: vector-art
based Kickstarter reward

Exonumia
Goal: Create 3D printable
medals or awards
•

Use case: science fair
medals, personal
commemoration, “worlds
best dad” award,
geotokens, etc

•

Inspiration: vector-art
based Kickstarter reward

Exonumia

Users will come in with preset notions of what they’re making, how much do I get them to explore the possibility space

Exonumia
Challenges
If this were a productivity tool, it would be
straightforward: provide the right UI
elements. But then they wouldn't explore.
How do I make this surprising?
•

Users probably know the text they
want

•

Suggest Latin mottos, fancy edges,
layering (spirograph style), “real
coin” features they might not think
about

•

New lofting styles (sharp, creased,
bubbles) will change the image
quality

•

Wrapping and repeating images

Users will come in with preset notions of what they’re making, how much do I get them to explore the possibility space

Exonumia
Done so far
•

Importing SVGs

•

Exporting to printable

•

Lofting

•

Some experimentation with
contouring

To Do
•

Multi-region lofting

•

User interface, all editing tools
•

text entry and placement

•

coin body editing

•

image placement and
controls

Users will come in with preset notions of what they’re making, how much do I get them to explore the possibility space

BotPrint

Entertaining evaluations, evolution, and
turning mutant selection into ownership

BotPrint
Goal: Create laser cuttable
robot chassis
•

Use case: “precocious 9
year olds” will purchase the
kit, might program it, will
probably use default AI.

•

There are lots of cheap
robot kits that work, why
would you order a custom
one?

Like this from Pololu, but customizable

BotPrint

BotPrint

Challenges
How do we make the player care
about the bots they make?
•

How do you design an
interesting, novel chassis-andsensor conﬁguration, and
have it behave well?

•

How do you make a casual
creator for AI behavior?

Inspiration: NERO, GAR, PicBreeder,
user-selected breeding contentgeneration games

BotPrint
Mutant shopping
A very common and very useful pattern.
Most users don’t know what they want, or
how to build it.
Mutant shopping lets them progressively
hill-climb in a space that is intuitive to
evaluate, but unintuitive to build.
In BotPrint, we can mutant shop for
chassis conﬁguration and behaviors by
watching the bots play in the arena

PicBreeder, showing the
importance of recording heritage
Facemaker, a prototype to test face
generation and mutant shopping

Done so far

BotPrint

•

Some bot evaluation

•

Physical simulation

•

DNA -> Bot

•

Bot -> DNA

•

Some bot editing

To Do
•

Evolve behaviors

•

More detailed bot editing

•

Electronics layout

Tracery

Generativity, absurd juxtaposition,
authorship, ownership and sharing

Tracery
Goal: Users can create
story grammars
•

Use case: critiquing
media, humor,
experimental
storytelling

•

Inspiration:
Brainstormer, name
generators, MadLibs

Tracery

Tracery

Tracery
Constructing stories from a grammar is complex and tedious.
Iterating on a hand-written story grammar is unlikely.

Tracery
Constructing stories from a grammar is complex and tedious.
Iterating on a hand-written story grammar is unlikely.

What patterns would shorten the iteration loop?

Tracery
Constructing stories from a grammar is complex and tedious.
Iterating on a hand-written story grammar is unlikely.

What patterns would shorten the iteration loop?

Done so far

Tracery

•

User interface

•

Unpacking and grammar
generation

•

Some saving features

•

Lots of user testing

To Do
•

Online sharing and hosting

•

Visualization

•

JS library, portable code

Tracery

Using Twine as a pattern
•

Artifact portability is the responsible counterpart to having goals
of ownership and pride.

•

Users should control their data

•

Providing a community also creates value, but should be a choice

Screenshot from twinery.com showing hosted works

Evaluation
A Casual Creator is an interactive system that encourages the fast, conﬁdent, and pleasurable
exploration of a possibility space, resulting in the creation or discovery of surprising new artifacts
that bring feelings pride, ownership, and creativity to the users that make them.

Automatable evaluations: possibility space

Gillian Smith
Analyzing the expressive range of a level generator

Evaluation
A Casual Creator is an interactive system that encourages the fast, conﬁdent, and pleasurable
exploration of a possibility space, resulting in the creation or discovery of surprising new artifacts
that bring feelings pride, ownership, and creativity to the users that make them.

Automatable evaluations: possibility space
• How
• Is

big is this possibility space?

the user actually exploring the space?

•

When are they making large moves?

•

Incremental moves?

•

Testing the borders?

• Can

we usefully “map” their progress through the space?

• Does

this look like the fast, conﬁdent, and pleasurable
exploration of a possibility space?

Evaluation
A Casual Creator is an interactive system that encourages the fast, conﬁdent, and pleasurable
exploration of a possibility space, resulting in the creation or discovery of surprising new artifacts
that bring feelings pride, ownership, and creativity to the users that make them.

Automatable evaluations: ownership and pride
• When

users are proud, they want to share

• Is

it possible to track users’ uploads, comments,
sharing? How memes travel through shared
creations?
• Only

if I’m hosting. This will be tested with
Tracery

Evaluation
A Casual Creator is an interactive system that encourages the fast, conﬁdent, and pleasurable
exploration of a possibility space, resulting in the creation or discovery of surprising new artifacts
that bring feelings pride, ownership, and creativity to the users that make them.

Qualitative evaluations
Was the exploration pleasurable?
Were the artifacts surprising?
Did you feel pride, ownership, creativity, conﬁdence?
Before and after questionnaires:
• What
• How

did you intend to make? What did you end up making?

good do you think you will be at making this kind of
artifact? How good are you at making this kind of artifact
now?

Answering the questions
• What

deﬁnes a "casual creator", and what new experiences do
casual creators enable?

Deﬁnitions and framework

• How

are those experiences predicted or explained by theories of
creativity and ﬂow?

Related work

• What

set of design patterns provide prescriptive guidance for
designing new successful casual creators?

Design pattern handbook
• If

these design patterns are used to design new casual creators, do
they ease and improve the design process? Will these new casual
creators induce the kind of experience predicted by the framework?

Three exemplary works and evaluation

Timeline

Thank you for your time

• questions?

Generative Methods

Photos
hop
MS
Paint
Kid Pix
Impres
sionist
Sketcha-bit
Draw
Someth
I/O
Brush

